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We will work collaboratively with all school stakeholders to create a stimulating,
safe, nurturing environment that encourages risk taking and enables learners to
grow intellectually, emotionally and socially.

School Context
Savona Elementary sits on the shores of beautiful Kamloops Lake in the
community of Savona, about forty two kilometres west of Kamloops. The school in
Savona was established in 1894, and the present building was built in the mid
1900’s. Needless to say, within the school community there is a strong sense of
unity, pride, purpose, and accomplishment. Currently, the school enrols fifty one
students from kindergarten through grade seven. There are four teachers, one
principal, one secretary, one custodian, and one CEA. Indigenous students make
up approximately 20% of our school population. Most students travel to school
by bus, arriving from the Watson Road area and the Deadman Creek Valley. The
school has five regular sized classrooms - with one of those classrooms being
used as a multipurpose room. We also have a library, and a small gymnasium.
Multi-grade classes are the norm at Savona Elementary, and at present we have
K/1, 2/3/4, and a 5/6/7 classroom. Savona Elementary also houses the Savona
Early Learning Centre which offers full time care for children aged 1-6 and also
offers before and after school care for school aged children. Savona parents are
active and valued participants who support our school goals. They actively
fundraise and volunteer their time for the betterment of the school. Stakeholder
support, for the school, is exceptional. Savona Elementary is viewed as the hub of
the community and is used by community groups.
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Learning Partner Engagement Process
The process of supporting our goals and strategies occurs as we work together,
collaborate regularly and re-align our practice.. As a staff we review the goals,
refine our purpose, make adjustments that benefit our learners and then
reassess. This data is then presented, along with the strategies for these goals,
to our Parent Advisory Committee. For the 2021/22 school year, our targeted
goals continue to focus on Social Responsibility (Self - Regulation) , Numeracy and
Literacy with evidence based best practice at the forefront for our learners. Staff
worked with Linda Kaser and Judy Halbert to stay on track and to explore the
best opportunities for our students in 2020/21. Staff have participated in the
District Numeracy Project as well. Through First Peoples Principles of Learning,
Inquiry, Higher Order Thinking Skills and Foundational Skills woven together with
the Core Competencies, our plan aligns with the District Learning Plan.
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Key Learning Plan Initiatives and Supports
1. SOAR Matrix reinforced school wide
2. Levelled Literacy Interventions K-5
3. Come Read with Me for K-2
4. BOKS for all students
5. Grab and Go Breakfast offered to each student each morning
6. WITS language reinforced daily. RCMP Presentations
7. Zones of Regulation reinforced school wide
8. School Learning plan goals
9. One to One Reading Program for grade 1-5
10. ADST activities
11. Tools for self regulation
12. Break space available
13. A - Z, Razz Kids and Google Read and Write
14. Aboriginal Education Sessions
15. Weekly Cultural Connections offered weekly by AB Ed worker
16. School /Regional Science Fair, Heritage Fair, Young Authors and
Young Artists
17. Try a Trade at TRU
18. NFRA completed 3 times for grades 4-7
19. DNA completed 2 times for grades 3-7
20. PRA’s completed minimum of 3 times per year for K-3
21. Safer Schools presentation
22. Home Alone Course for gr 5-7
23. Participation in District Numeracy Project
24.Pilot Mind Up Math program
25.Math Fact Cafe - gr 3-7
26. CGI grade 3-7
27. Mathletics K-7 - PAC sponsored
28. Technology for all K-7
29. Behaviour Problem Solving
30. Starfish backpack provided to students in need
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Involving our Stakeholders
We begin the stakeholder engagement process with our PAC. After
consultation and consideration of being inclusive our motto became Safe, Open Minded, Accountable, Respectful. All students complete an
annual survey. We strive to have all students demonstrate a strong
connection to our school and community. Questions are generated by
brainstorming the desirable characteristics of a Savona Elementary
student. The student perspective is then shared with the PAC and with the
FOS, SBO and Trustees in the SLP. All students in grades 4-7 complete the
District Emotional Wellness Survey. Lastly, students in grades 4 and 7
complete the school learning survey each year. Results from these
sessions are shared with all parties and included in this report. All parents
and members of our school community have the opportunity to provide
feedback on our goals, our accomplishments and our progress.
2020/21 has been a challenging year because COVID - 19 suspended in
class instruction in March, 2020 and put significant restrictions in place in
2020/2021.. Students did not have the same opportunities but were able to
complete the DEWRS survey, the FSA, NFRA, DNA, PRA, and the
Kindergarten Survey as staff were diligent and focused. Adaptation,
flexibility and relationship building have been in the forefront for all. This
report will focus on the data that we have generated and we will move
forward using that evidence.
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Documents and Data
In formulating our school goals and strategies, along with the information
and opinions collected from our school stakeholders, we annually review
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Our School District #73 Strategic and Learning Plan
The Local Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement
The OECD Principles of Learning
Mid and Year End Progress reports
Our 2016/17, 17/18, 18/19, 19/20 FSA data
Our Kindergarten Survey data 2017/18, 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21
Our NFRA data from 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21
Our Primary Reading Assessments
The First Peoples Principles of Learning
The District Numeracy Assessment 2019/20, 2020/21

Goal 1:
We will work to improve student performance in Literacy and Numeracy by
focusing on these skills using evidence based best practice when
instructing in these areas.

SMART Objectives
By third term of the 2021/2022 school year, our goal is that
● 75% of primary students will be proficient in Literacy on their final
progress report.
● 75% of primary students will be proficient in Numeracy on their final
progress report.
● 75% of grade four, and 75% of grade seven students will be meeting
expectations in all areas of the 2021/22 Foundation Skills Assessment.

By June of 2022, 75 % of intermediate students will be Proficient in reading
as measured by the Non-Fiction Reading Assessment.
By June of 2022, 75% of intermediate students will be Proficient in
Numeracy as measured by the District Numeracy Assessment.
By June of 2022, 75% of primary students will be Proficient in reading as
measured by the Primary Reading Assessment.
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Related District Strategic Plan Goals
We know our goals align effectively with the District Strategic Plan:
Connecting Students to their Futures.
Most importantly:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies by using NFRA, DNA, and Levelled Literacy Interventions.
Connect each student to their passions and interests by working with our
community partners such as TRU, BLSC, TNRD Public Library, SD73, and our
indigenous community members..
Honour the first Peoples Principles of Learning by offering students the
opportunity to experience learning through Aboriginal ways of knowing
and doing.
Foster an inclusive, adaptable culture by providing opportunities for all to
be successful in all settings.
Strengthen partnerships to enrich the way we lead, learn and work by
connecting with our neighbouring communities on common projects.
Ensure the sustainable use of resources by promoting sustainable
environmental practices in our school.

Related Aboriginal Enhancement Goals
1.

Continue to support literacy, numeracy, and graduation rates of all
aboriginal students.
2. Ensure that all aboriginal students can transition to highschool with
dignity, purpose, and options.
3. Provide opportunity for parents, community, and school personnel to work
together to ensure success for all indigenous students.
4. Honour indigenous culture schoolwide.

Goal Rationale
When students are specifically taught foundation skills along with targeted
strategies using best practice, the skills should be committed to the long
term memory, problem solving is enhanced, and the existing knowledge
and skills can be applied in daily work. Also, during our stakeholder
engagement process, the teaching of foundational skills were deemed by
all groups to be of significant importance. Lastly, our quantitative data –
Primary Reading Assessments, Non-Fiction Reading Assessment, District
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Numeracy Assessment, Foundation Skills Assessment, Kindergarten
Survey, report card marks – all indicate a continued need for an emphasis
in the area of literacy and numeracy.

Specific Support Frameworks
Levelled Literacy Interventions:
We will continue to use the Levelled Literacy Interventions as our response
to student reading support needs. The program utilizes a three-tiered
approach that provides at-risk learners with best practice interventions at
increasing levels of intensity to accelerate their rate of learning.
Within Tier 1, all students receive high-quality, research based instruction,
provided by qualified staff to ensure that difficulties are not due to
instructional approaches. This happens during Daily 5. Lagging students
also receive literacy support with One to One Reading, CEA small group
work and LART individual and small group work.
All students are assessed in September, November, January and March to
establish their academic baseline and their growth. We can identify
lagging learners who will benefit from additional intervention. Students
identified as being “at risk” through school-based assessments such as
Phonemic Assessments and PRA’s, will be chosen carefully for targeted
interventions through the whole class (teacher), small group ( CEA /LART)
or individual (CEA/LART) support. They can also be referred for further
assessment and/or summer learning programs as needed.
We will move to use DNA data to develop a response to our needs. Spring
2021 data indicates that 64% of our students from grade 3- 7 demonstrated
an efficient understanding of concepts assessed while 36% are either
emerging or have a basic understanding. Staff continue to work with
District staff to develop curricula and strategies to support our learners.
Staff strive to develop confidence in numeracy skills for all students. Data
continues to be monitored and is used in developing class overviews and
targeted interventions.
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Numeracy Interventions:
Staff are working with our District Numeracy Support Team and are part of
the District Numeracy Project. Two lead teachers receive training to
support staff on site. Professional Development opportunities were
dedicated to numeracy in 2019-2020. Staff collaborated on the 4 learning
strands: Building Number Sense, Problem Solving, Assessment, and
Numeracy. Staff will work together to establish evidence based best
practice that supports all learners. Savona is part of the Math Up pilot
program being offered in the district for 2021/2022. Staff have had training
and will continue with Professional Development supporting numeracy
goals.
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Data Related to Goal/Evidence
Our current data indicates that Numeracy and Literacy instruction is a
priority:

Report Card Data: January 2021/22
Division 1
K/1/ 2 Mid Year Review - English Language Arts
Emerging
20%

Developing
20%

Proficient
50%

Extending
1%

K/1/2 Mid Year Review - Mathematics
Emerging
20%

Developing
29%

Proficient
50%

Extending
1%

Division 2
Gr. 3/4/5 Mid Year Review - English Language Arts
Emerging
1%

Developing
40%

Proficient
44%

Extending
12%

Gr. 3/4/5 Mid Year Review - Mathematics
Emerging
12%

Developing
25%

Proficient
56%

Extending
12%

Division 3
Gr. 6/7 Mid Year Review - English Language Arts
Emerging

Developing
23%

Proficient
77%

Extending

Gr. 6/7 Mid Year Review - Mathematics
Emerging

Developing
33%

Proficient
62%

Extending
1%
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English Language Arts

Kindergarten Survey – October 2020/21

Fall Data summation for Print and Phonological Awareness
Can do Most of the Task

Total

33%

Total

83%

Fall Data summation for Numeracy Tasks
Can do Most of the Task

District Numeracy Assessment (gr 3-7) Spring 21
Emerging
1%

Basic
36%

Efficient
62%

Proficient
0%
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Numeracy

Non-Fiction Reading Assessment ( gr 4-7) Spring 21
Not Yet Meeting
0%

Meeting
45%

Fully Meeting
54%

Exceeding
1%

FSA Data 2017-2020 *
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*FSA data for 20/21 not available

Numeracy
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Writing

14

Reading
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Strategies and Initiatives
This past school year, our staff was very enthusiastic and committed to our
2020/2021 learning goals of supporting students in Literacy, Numeracy and
Self Regulation. The strategies will continue to be used and further
developed as we move forward. Also, with our goals, we will continue to
implement the Response to Intervention model and its core features:
1) High quality, research-based classroom instruction;
2) Universal student screening;
3) Continuous monitoring of progress;
4) Research-based secondary or tertiary interventions;
5) Consistent progress monitoring during interventions.
Staff have determined a number of different strategies and resources to
support moving forward with ourLiteracy and Numeracy Goals:

Numeracy: Strategies/Resources
● participate in District Numeracy Project
● Explicit instruction and summative and formative assessments
● Cognitively Guided Instruction ( CGI )
● small group systematic instruction
● ADST
● Mathletics, Prodigy
● Jump Math, Prism Math, Math Focus
● Daily Calendar
● small group intervention
Literacy: Strategies/Resources
● Levelled Literacy Interventions
● Heggarty’s Phonemic Awareness
● The Intensive Phonological Awareness Kit
● Fry's 100 Word List
● Letter and Sounds Assessment
● Guided Reading, Daily five
● small group intervention
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Progress on Goal and Summary Comments
For the past four school years, primary staff committed to Levelled
Literacy Interventions using the Blue and Green kits. Lessons continue to
be structured and consistent. Small group intensive support is also
provided by LART and CEA. Guided Reading and Daily 3-5 continued to
support literacy programs: read to self, work on writing, read to someone,
listen to reading and word work. The data indicates that we are moving
toward our goal of 75% of our students proficient in Numeracy and
Literacy Skills. .

During this past year, staff participated in 3 Zoom Numeracy workshops
and worked closely with our Numeracy Coordinators to develop lessons
and strategies suitable for our diverse learners.
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Professional Development
Throughout the school year, all staff participate in learning opportunities.
In 2021-2022, staff will continue to seek learning sessions focused on our
core strategies that support higher order thinking skills. Professional
development will be guided by our assessment data, evidence based best
practice, classroom observations and anecdotal notes. Our primary focus
will continue to improve our understanding and skills around our goals of
Numeracy, Literacy and Self Regulation. Our learning sessions will take
place:
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We meet as a staff regularly to review our goals and progress/challenges
to date. As we are a small staff, collaboration happens almost daily. All
staff members will have a role to play in preparation for, and during the
meeting (Minutes, data collection, etc). We schedule regular visits – class to
class – for specific examples of learning and peer feedback. We continue to
work with our Curriculum Coordinators on a regular basis as our programs
are enhanced by accessing their expertise. Lastly, each staff member is
responsible for sharing out what they have taken away from any Pro D or
workshop attended.
Two lead teachers will continue to participate in the pilot - Math Up.

Goal 2:
We will work to improve our students' ability to self regulate and maintain
mindfulness in challenging situations using evidence based instruction
and practices.

SMART Objectives
As measured by our semi-annual SOAR survey, by June 2022 we will have
100% of students reporting their peers consistently display expected
behavior around the school most often.
As measured by our semi-annual DEWRS, by June 2022 we will have 90% of
students reporting they feel safe attending this school at all times.
By June 2022 we will have 100% of all Savona Elementary students using
self regulation skills as measured by the Zones of Regulation tool.
By June 2022 we will have 90% of all grade 4- 7 Savona Elementary
students demonstrating they are interested and motivated in their own
learning as measured by the DEWRS and SOAR Surveys.
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Related District Strategic Plan Goals
We know our goals align with District Learning Plan goals. Most
importantly:
1. Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies that demonstrate growth in thinking, communication
and personal social skills.
2. Connect each student to their passions and interests by allowing
them to reflect on their learning and set goals for improvement.
3. Honour the first Peoples principles of learning by indigenizing our
space and offering students the opportunity to experience learning
through Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing
4. Foster an inclusive, adaptable culture by providing opportunities for
all to be successful in all settings.

Goal Rationale
Strong research in the area of self regulation tells us that increased and
substantial abilities in this area for elementary aged students is equally
important – if not more so – than early literacy and numeracy skills in
predicting lifelong wellness and success. Motivation, engagement, and
self-regulation are the primary determinants of students’ learning
outcomes, and whether or not they will persist through challenging tasks
(Harris, Graham, Mason, & Sadler, 2002). By teaching students to be more
self-regulated, teachers may experience greater success in promoting
academic achievement, motivation, and lifelong learning. Spending a
marginal amount of time each day demonstrating how specific
self-regulation strategies can improve students’ learning can go a long way
to helping students prepare for challenging learning tasks and
assessments (Graham & Harris, 2005). Ultimately, our aim is to provide
opportunities for learning that ultimately supports the well-being of the
self, the family, and the community.

Specific Support Frameworks
The Response to Intervention model will be used to guide our staff during
this process. A three tiered approach will be used. We are a PBIS school
and data is reviewed regularly. Decisions to support Foundational Skills
and Self - Regulation are made each month and goals are set.
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Data Related to Goal/Evidence
Data that we have collected is from the Fall and Spring Student Learning
Survey. We will use this date to move forward when amending our goal or
making decisions. Our SOAR behavior matrix was updated in 2019 and
clearly states what expected behaviors around our school need to be.

Dewrs ( gr 4-6 ) Fall 2020
Students will a positive sense of belonging - 88%
Students who value schooling outcomes - 87%
Students who are interested and motivated - 75%
Students who try hard to succeed in their learning - 100%
Students feel safe attending school - 75%
Students who feel they positive teacher - student relations - 90%
Students with expectations for success - 90%
Despite the data our teaching and support staff noticed – anecdotally
throughout the course of the year, that despite students valuing their
schooling outcomes and believing they have rigor, they do struggle with
perseverance and they can be challenged with regulating their own
behavior – particularly in difficult situations and when tired, hungry,
frustrated, overwhelmed, or upset for any unknown reason. WITS language
is used throughout the school when problem solving is necessary and
100% of our students claim they have attempted to use at least one
strategy to solve conflicts.
We have been collecting data for 4 years on how tools and strategies are
used in the classrooms, in the break room, and on the playground.
Students in Kindergarten to Grade 7 conduct self assessments with their
own “Zones”. We have collected information using SOAR responses from
staff and students who acknowledge students demonstrating Matrix
behaviour expectations. We continued with the WITS program to provide
students with problem solving strategies. Data indicates we still have work
to do. We did initiate the Zones of Regulation strategies in 2017-2018. In
2018 - 2019, we used that data to review our initiatives. In 2020/21, we
continued to use SOAR Data, DEWRS data and self assessment strategies
to monitor our students' growth in their self-regulation.
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Strategies and Initiatives
We will continue with the Zones of Regulation and WITS strategies using
consistent language to support this goal. We will continue to teach our
Behaviour Matrix and focus on the teaching of the expectations in the fall.
We will also use the Response to Intervention as a framework for guiding
instruction.
Resources – The Boks Program (daily vigorous movement), Grab and Go
breakfast, Zones of Regulation ( consistent language used daily), Sensory,
WITS (Walk away, Ignore the behaviour, Talk it out, Seek adult help).
Strategies – Visual charts and rubrics – Consistent monitoring of expected
behaviors – School behavior matrix – Continual assessment of learning
environment (e.g. Lighting, noise, seating) – Fidgets and self regulation
tools as required (e.g. noise dampening ear devices normalized ) – Regular
emphasis and teaching around healthy living habits. Positive journaling
and self monitoring and interviews to focus on reflective thinking skills.
Reference to social stories and positive self talk and reinforcement cues .
Providing students with timely and relevant feedback supports the growth
mindset. Daily, vigorous exercise for 30 minutes for all students followed by
a healthy grab and go breakfast option for all.
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Progress on Goal and Summary Comments
As the school year progressed and strategies were put in place to support
Self Regulation, data was collected, and conduct was recorded. Using the
conduct tool in MyED, provided staff with information allowing them to
initiate strategies and lessons. Lessons are then created and a focus is
initiated.
Professional Learning Plan
The School learning plan for Goal #1 and for Goal #2 are supported with
similar initiatives as they align with each other. Staff participate in learning
opportunities that allow us to support our goals. Zones of Regulation and
WITS, Home Alone, Complex Learners, and Healthy Relationships
workshops have been made available district wide. District Coordinators
are brought in to support the learning for staff. In 2021/2022, staff will work
together and continue to seek learning sessions focused on strategies
that support Self Regulation. Professional development will be guided by
our data, evidence based best practice, conduct data, observations and
anecdotal notes. Our primary focus will continue to improve our
understanding and skills around our goal of self regulation. We will work
together to support our students.

Team Work
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As with our Literacy and Numeracy goal, we will meet as a staff regularly to
review or modify our goals, progress and challenges to date. Each staff
member will continue to have a role to play in preparation for, and during
the meeting (Minutes, data collection, etc). We also plan to schedule
regular visits – class to class – for specific examples of learning and peer
feedback. We will continue to work with our District Coordinators on a
regular basis as our programs were enhanced in the past by accessing
their expertise. Lastly, each staff member will be responsible for sharing
what they have taken away from any Pro D or workshop they attend.

In Closing
At Savona Elementary we strive to provide opportunities, experiences and
differentiated instruction that will support our students in their education
journey and our school community plays a vital role in this process. Our
students are closely connected with each other and the adults who
support them, enhancing their sense of belonging. Ranching, hunting,
fishing, dirt biking, camping and Karate are just a few of the activities that
also enrich their lives. Community walks, visits to the public library, the
public beach and the firehall are just examples of how fortunate our
learners are. Savona Elementary is a great place to be and the
professionalism and dedication of our staff supports the development of
well rounded learners.

